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Update: Kik Messenger is due to close in mid-October 2019. What is Kik? Kik is a mobile messaging app that can be used on both Android and iPhone. A popular app that is free to use is similar to Viber and WhatsApp, but has some additional features that distinguish it. For example, an internal browser, which means that users are encouraged to spend
more time in the app. The app has been in the news lately, if your child has a Kik account, you should exercise caution. The main functions of Kik are: One-to-one chat Send messages, videos, photos, GIFs, etc. Group chat (with up to 49 other users) Anonymous chat Promoted Chats allow users to follow and communicate with different brands in music,
entertainment and more. Users will know promoted the Green Star account next to their profile. Are there any restrictions? UPDATE: Ireland's digital age of consent is set at 16. If you are under the age of 16, you must have the consent of a parent or guardian to use services such as social media. If your child is under 16 and has created a Kik account, the
messaging app recommends that parents submit a deactivation request support@kik.com. Note: Use the Parent Request theme line and include your child's Kik username and age in the message. Note: The app currently has an age rating of 17 in the app store. Who can my child talk to? The app allows users to chat with people in their phone book/contact
list who already have a Kik account. You can also turn off this option by disabling the chat settings of the chat book. By turning off the address book mapping, your child can only talk to people who know their username. Your username is your identity on Kik. This means that information such as email address or phone number is not in the app. To add
someone as a connection to Kik, you need to know their username. The app recommends users choose a username that is hard to guess, it will help minimize contact with strangers or people that your child may not know or want to talk to. If your teen is using the app, encourage them not to share their username on other open social networks, such as
Twitter. Other features - Kik Browser Kik messenger also offers internal applications through the browser, encouraging users to stay in the app itself. These internal apps include sticker apps, meme generators, games and dating style apps that allow users to communicate with new contacts that may be concerning for parents. Two such apps - Match and
Chat Flirting! Match and chat works along the lines of Tinder, comparing users by age, gender, etc. What bothers the match and chat is the ease with which the user can communicate with other users of any age they want. For example, users can choose to chat for teen users, users in their 20s, 30s, etc. Flirt! The app is also available through the Kik browser
presents users with a list of new users within their age range to communicate. Again, users can easily claim to be on the still, give a different age to their Kik account etc. If your child is on Kik, caution should be taken especially with regard to the above apps. App Shopping There are stickers available for purchase on the Kik app, however users must have a
credit card linked to their Google Play or iTunes account in order to make a purchase. What are the risks? In addition to the potential risks associated with using domestic Kik dating apps, there are also more common risks and things to keep an eye on. These include cyber bullying, experiencing or sharing inappropriate content and communicating with
strangers, which is very easy to do in the Kik app. To avoid these problems, the same rules should apply to all online interactions for young people; only share data with those you trust in real life, block/report unwanted contacts, think before clicking and report any inappropriate data or messages of a trusted adult. What if my child receives an unwanted
message Kik encourages users to ignore and block unwanted messages from other users. You can also let other users know here: kikinteractive/support For more information on what to do go to: kikinteractive.zendesk.com/ blocking users to block someone you don't want to talk to on Kik: Click Settings. Choose chat settings (on your iPhone or Android) or
Privacy (on your Windows Phone, Symbian or BlackBerry) Select a list of blocks. Click Choose the person you want to block. Click the block to confirm Alternatively you can visit their profile, click on the icon in the top right corner, the ability to block them will be displayed. Users who have been blocked will not know that they have been blocked. If your child
is in a group with someone they have blocked, any messages that appear in that group from another person will appear as a Blocked Message. How do I manage messages from new people? Kik users can send messages to other users if they know their username. When a user receives a message from a new contact, the message appears in the New
Chats section at the bottom of the chat section in the app. If you get a new chat, click on the chat, users can choose if they want to chat or ignore the message. By choosing to ignore, users can either block, delete, or report spam to the user. For more information on managing new chats go to: kikinteractive.zendesk.com/entries/ Originally published: 2007-
08-16 20:41 I'm not nearly as veteran as some of the people here, but I'm proud to say that I got a few friends hooked up. we can all bask in the dependency which is Craig. At first I had some problems. CL is a different culture, a different world, a community as well, and in order to reduce frustration and understand that this is not what you see in a normal
world, here are some basic explanations, pointers and tips when viewing CL. These tips are for all personal forums as I browse them all out of curiosity, don't judge me because I know you're doing it too. Also, feel, feel Add to the list! The acronyms (every favorite shortcut and means of cheating for beginners) - no conditions attached, basically means
allowing you to just fuck-HWP-height/weight proportions, actually means I'm not working, I'm not fit but not morbidly obese, no tires around my stomach, took me forever to figure it out. I never understood it either, it's just a clever way of saying you're not a beach whale... However -DDF - disease drug free, it's a standard acronym with no real meaning, as
probably more than 50% of the people who put it lie -FWB - friends with benefits, not quite, see NSA -JO - jerk off, I just found out that today, crazy shit da-BBW - big beautiful women, big black women, I think it's interchangeable, I don't know the real values (please don't bash anyone here, I'm just hip for lingo now, and I applaud you folks for your creativity) -
Fit/sports - no muscle definition to speak, it really means average, not obese (there are muscles here, but they're a little and far between) - average - it really means that over 60%, so that makes overweight people the norm, hence they're average, but in the right places - it really means that over 60%, so that makes overweight people the norm, so they're
average, but in the right places - again - That means being overweight- Fat, but I keep it well -- I really don't understand it. I suppose this means that they wear clothes that suit them and nothing hangs over -Curvy - again... You see the trend right -Cute - that means I won't make you scream when you see my face -Attractive - it's a step above cute favorite
utterances/insults: -Asshat -Fucktard -Flame-Off-Poppers - (I have no idea what it is/it, and I don't think I want to know) - Smooth bottom - (bear with me ... Common saying in M4M, it means that a man takes it in the ass) -Top - another saying in the m4m section, which means that the person gives it in other useful tips: -Please be careful if you are viewing
M4M, it can be quite traumatic. DO NOT click on ads with photos if you have a strong bowel and like this kind of thing. Also, many ads are written in code, I didn't realize the hell when I first clicked on it. Fascinating, but scary. -You will work in the same CL'ers over and over again, there are not as many people here as you may think, be careful, take
precautions, there is more than one email address -When placing in personalities, be sure to put something that you don't want, but it doesn't matter anyway, cause some going to break the rules and take a chance - If you prefer another race, be prepared for some hate mail, or whiney bastards who have too much time on their hands and don't get any loving,
so their joy in life comes from the smash you want to think outside the box - most women in W4W aren't real lesbians, they're not real lesbians. Lesbians, they are not real lesbians, they are not real lesbians, bi-curious, or quirky-men in M4M will scare you, I can't stress this enough. 99% of people out there looking for only sex makes me feel sorry for gay men
who are looking for real relationships, they they are chances to not find them here - Never declare anything 100% certainty, there will always be someone arguing, arguing their opinion and then calling you an idiot for what it is - the best of being funny as hell, and that's what CL really should be about- there are a lot of old, married, unhappy people on CL that
probably makes up most posters, it's sad-cl not for the faint of heart or mind. Think of posters as you would bitch annoying mother-in-law. They always have something negative to say, they always defy your thoughts and you are never good enough, be prepared to become more negative, racist, sexist, close, pessimistic, irritable, moody as you continue to
read CL and post. In the beginning, you will be nice, genuine, and will have a real desire to offer good sound solid advice. You will take care of your fellow reader and want to help them with a lousy 2 cents. The more you read other posts and get answers on your own, the more bitter and hateful your messages will become. You find yourself calling a man a
idiotic loser with a 3rd grade education who should commit suicide if they don't know the molecular structure of chemicals in pesticides, because as you read CL, you'll know everything, they won't know anything - It's an anonymous board, just because someone says they're white, black, men, women, men, men, 24, 30, fit, athletic God, hot chic, star, rich...
doesn't mean it's all true, it probably isn't. (Don't let the posted pictures throw you either) - Don't believe the words you read here, for the most part, use your best judgment while you still have it. The longer you read this, the less good judgment you will possess-use the correct grammar and spelling I recommend typing in words, or getting a Foxfire with a spell
check before you send. If you don't, you'll get a new hole for it - If you repeatedly see the same posts by an attractive guy or girl with one sentence tag line, it's probably not real, don't answer, or you'll get spammed- you'll long have a missed link written about yourself, chances are that someone that sees you on the street reads CL as well, pretty small-you'll
get addicted It's inevitable. You may think that you can break the addiction, but it is very, very difficult. You want to know what these crazy fucks in DC say every day. You start posting yourself, you'll try to come up with creative, whimsical, witty messages that entertain people (shut up, it's not one of them), you can even post in a personal ad to see what kind
of feedback you get. Either way, you'll get hooked. Just be glad you weren't in CL the day he went out for a fucking night. I know that my fellow CL'ers have been shitting themselves obsessively computer, cursing technology and wandering around, not knowing what to do with their night. Some have even been forced to spend time with the family, which they
neglect because of the time they spend on this site. Lucky for me, I am and without a child, so I decided to masturbate- You're more mean, cruel and inhumane than you think, it just takes a little time CL to bring it out -Try not to get angry at the BS you're reading here, you'll grow thick skin after a while, so don't let the fools ruin your experience I know I've left
a lot, but it's already a long post, I totally broke the rule with this (I totally broke the rule with this ( About! Let me add it... - Try to keep your posts as short as possible, with as much information as you can get in. Feel free to add, my colleagues crack addicts ... and for beginners, happy reading, and welcome to the family! Message ID: 398884133 email to
friend
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